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EDITORIAL 

This edition of Voiceprint is Number 50 and the journal is 20 years old! We are very pleased to be part of the 

continuing process of sharing ideas and experiences in oral history practice and as ever, encourage you to 

participate and contribute. As a way of acknowledging what has gone before, we spent some time opening 

the covers of the 44 print versions of Voiceprint, which are easily accessible in the State Library. We 

recommend you re-visit the journal: the article below provides a few signposts for you. Since Voiceprint 

editions 45 to 49 are available on the Oral History NSW website, we have not included these editions in the 

overview but hope you will continue to find ideas and information in them as your practice develops. Don’t 

forget the website is a constant source of information and provides helpful links to the world of oral history. 

Sitting in a large circle sharing experiences at the Oral History NSW’s most recent seminar, Hear your 

community’s voice: creating an oral history project, at the State Library on Saturday 5 April, we realised, yet 

again, how vital it is to experience the personal exchange of information, suggestions and possibilities 

facilitated by the Association. Membership is all about participating and we cannot overstate the benefits of 

contributing to the discussion through Voiceprint and Association events. If you don’t want to write something 

yourself, please let us know if there are activities you’d like to hear more about. 

We hope you will enjoy this 50
th
 edition in which we celebrate a new life member, Nan Manefield, and 

publish information on a variety of projects which use oral history to help us understand many different 

stories. Many thanks to this edition’s contributors – we look forward to suggestions for Voiceprint 51 which 

will be in preparation in early September. 

 

   Sally Zwartz and Margaret Leask  

 

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 

New name, new constitution and new website 

On October 26 2103, just after the last edition of Voiceprint was published, we voted at the AGM to adopt a 

new name, Oral History NSW, and a new constitution.  

Now we are in the process of upgrading our website to include a new logo and banner, providing more 

intuitive headings and consolidated information as many people find us and our resources online. I'd like to 

acknowledge the efforts by Sandra Blamey who has been working hard for the last three months to explain 

our requirements to the website designers and to edit and update and rewrite the multiple pages: technical 

information, how to do oral history, what to read and what to listen to. 

Sava Pinney, who has considerable media communication experience, has volunteered to help with 

management of the website, once the new one is up and running. 

Our last seminar of 2013, held in November, was presented with the State Library of NSW. Oral History 

Perspectives on Medical History comprised a panel discussion chaired by Assoc. Professor Louella 
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McCarthy and panel members Roslyn Burge, Frances Rush, Dr Vanessa Witton and Dr Madonna Grehan, 

who each spoke about aspects of medical projects. A lively discussion followed.  

A booked-out workshop introducing oral history was conducted by Francis Good, Sandra Blamey and 

Andrew Host in collaboration with the Royal Australian Historical Society on February 22. Participants came 

from Canberra, Blue Mountains, Bathurst and Sydney region; nearly two thirds were not members of Oral 

History NSW so we are reaching out further into the community. Feedback was very positive, but as we are 

finding people have different skill levels and varying needs we may consider targetting a specific aspect of 

oral history in future workshops.  

On Saturday April 5 Pauline Curby, Belinda Mason and Jesse Stein discussed oral history projects they had 

undertaken at Hear your community's voice: creating an oral history project. We attracted a wider group of 

participants as over half were not Oral History NSW members. It was heartening to hear about three very 

different types of projects, strategies for organising them and final products, as well as to meet many new 

people planning oral history projects (see report on the seminar below). 

Several of the committee work behind the scenes to put on these events, especially Andrew Host (treasurer), 

Pat Francis ( events organiser), Linda West (secretary), and Sandra Blamey (workshop co-ordinator). I am 

pleased to report that Carol McKirdy who is an accredited TAFE teacher has agreed to take over from 

Sandra from June as workshops' co-ordinator. 

Francis Good has kindly offered to help put together Oral History Network News starting in May.  Thank you 

Susan Kennedy for so reliably bringing us monthly news for the last two years. 

Of course, Voiceprint wouldn't reach you if without our two editors Sally Zwartz and Margaret Leask. Thank 

you. 

Hope you are all recording those interviews you always wanted to do ... tell us about them through Voiceprint 

or Network News, or send me an email. We are a members' organisation for sharing experience - we want 

you to be involved, and to hear from you. 

 

Virginia Macleod, President  

 

NEW MEMBERS 

Melissa Laughton - ORANGE 

Judith Brown - PYMBLE 

Paul Andrew - KATOOMBA 

Joan Silk - LEICHHARDT 

Melinda Lewis - LEICHHARDT 

Tiarne Barratt - MIRANDA 

Peter Wearing Smith - BUNDANOON 

Louisa Long - WOODFORD 

Helen Johnston - DEE WHY 

Marje Prior - BATHURST 
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Sally Forsstrom - DUBBO 

Yvonne Brown - ROSE BAY 

Sue Castrique - MARRICKVILLE 

Cheryl Ware - LANE COVE 

Stephanie Jacobs - BELCONNEN 

Janice Garaty - HURLSTONE PARK 

Julia Miller - CHURCH POINT  

BACK TO TOP 

 

 

ASSOCIATION NEWS AND EVENTS 

 

New logo 

The Oral History Association of Australia was formed in July 1978 in Perth and the NSW branch was 

established just over a year later. While the association’s original purpose remains the same, much else has 

changed, including its name and, now, its logo.  First incorporated in October 1998 as the Oral History 

Association of Australia NSW, the association is now Oral History NSW Inc. Its new logo – appearing in this 

bulletin for the first time - was developed through collaboration with a team of students at the University of 

Technology. They explained their approach as follows: ‘The logo, based on the concept of increasing sound 

waves, suggests the sharing of oral history throughout the community through Oral History NSW's work. The 

vibrance and beautiful nature of the wave pattern is both inviting and inspiring - uplifting and rejuvenating the 

image of Oral History NSW.’ 

 

 

 

 

 

Past president of OH NSW Sandra Blamey, who has patiently shepherded the redesign through its many 

stages, says ‘This evolution in design highlights for me the significant change digital technology has made to 

how we think about an oral history interview. We have moved from a focus on the equipment which enables 

 

 

 

          Giving Voice to the Past 

 

Left: the logo in use at the time of adoption of the first Constitution for Oral History Association of Australia in 1989; 

right: the new logo, soon to be seen on the redesigned OH NSW website and other OH NSW materials, including the 

next issue of Voiceprint.     
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the interview to be captured on a tape or disc.  Today, we capture our interviews as sound waves which are 

archived in a range of ever-changing ways enabling these important and fascinating stories to be shared 

more widely than ever before.’ 

 

Voiceprint’s double birthday – 20 years, 50 issues 

Margaret Leask reviews 50 issues of Voiceprint and finds cause for celebration 

The inaugural issue of Voiceprint, published in August 1994, was edited by Stephen Rapley, with layout and 

design by Burk Associates. It replaced an A4 newsletter/bulletin for members which began in 1980. The first 

article was a report on the Inaugural Conference of OHAA Queensland branch in May 1994 by Judith 

Godden. Mrs Zakiah Nov, Director General of the National Archives of Malaysia, talked to Ros Bowden 

about oral history in South East Asia. Alistair Thomson featured in the People section and other contributors 

were Peter Read, Margot McKenzie, Di Ritch and Judy Wing. The pattern of contents was established with 

Editorial, News, Reviews, Diary and People sections – and a regular plea for written contributions and 

feedback from members. The cover design, an open mouth, was, with small variations over the years, the 

same for issues 1 to 44. 

Issue 2, in November 1994, had layout and design by Vanessa Block, who continued to contribute 

generously in this way until the journal went online in 2011. Janis Wilton 

reported on the October 1994 International Conference in New York. At this 

time, it was noted that the British Oral History Society was celebrating 25 

years of its publication, Oral History. 

For Issue 3 in February 1995 the editor was Donyale Harrison, and for the 

next two, published as one volume in August 1995, the joint editors were 

Miriam Moloney and Jenny Allison. A New Members listing was introduced 

and there were reports on local government oral history projects and the 

National Conference in Launceston. ‘Hints on Producing Quality 

Recordings’ also featured. For Issue 6 in November 1995, the editor was 

Jenny Allison assisted by Angela Wawn and Shelley Barwick. 

In 1996 there were four issues (in February, May, August and November), 

with an editorial committee comprising Shelley Barwick, Angela Wawn, Jenny Allison and Miriam Moloney, 

who took turns as editor. Issue 8 in May 1996 included Diana Ritch’s wonderful tribute to her mother, ‘Hazel 

De Berg, Oral History Pioneer’, which she delivered first at a seminar for OHAA NSW in October 1995 at the 

State Library. Throughout the year there were conference reports, practical hints and project reports. In 

Issue 10, Janet McCalman (Tasmania) provided an extensive paper, ‘Oral History and Writing History: 

Ethics, Memory and Knowledge’, which is worth revisiting. 

In 1997 there were four issues prepared by an editorial committee comprising Angela Wawn, Joyce Cribb, 

Katja Grynberg and Ruth Wilson. No.12 in May 1997 included letters from members and the first 

photographs – of Tom Keneally, Liam Neeson and Steven Spielberg, to accompany Grynberg’s article on 

war experiences told by Holocaust survivors. No.13 in August 1997 noted the growing numbers of new 

members, and current president Virginia MacLeod’s local studies book, Experiences of the January 1994 

Bush Fires in Warringah and Pittwater, was reviewed by Ruth Wilson. Bob Mitchell (The Memory Man) was a 
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regular contributor at this time and graphics, including images of recording equipment, were included. Issue 

14 in November 1997 included a report on the 10
th
 Biennial National OHAA Conference in Alice Springs and 

a draft ‘Guidelines for Fees’ introduced by Rosie Block. 

By Issue15, in March 1998, Voiceprint had grown from its initial 12 pages to 28. The editors noted the 

increasing use of technology to transfer information by electronic means and sought information about 

webpages of interest to oral historians. Anna Shnukal’s article, ‘It’s All About Respect’, looked at the 

etiquette of recording indigenous interviewees. 

No.16 in July 1998 was 32 pages. The editorial committee 

(unchanged from 1997) observed that  

‘Incorporating memories into the social fabric is an 

age-old tradition for passing down moral and ethical 

structures. Oral history has been too long neglected. 

We have forgotten its power in the getting of wisdom. 

Lived stories serve to remind us of our own 

vulnerability, our obligations, and our responsibilities. 

The words of others help us to feel what it is like to 

walk in someone else’s shoes.’ 

The issue also included e-mail addresses, websites and 

discussion lists under the heading ‘Electronic Connections of 

Interest to Oral Historians’. 

From 1998-2000 there were three editions each year with the editorial committee remaining much the same 

as in 1997, although Angela Wawn retired from the committee in late 1999. Issue 19 in July 1999 featured 

Tim Bowden’s entertaining address ‘My Historic Career’, given at the SA State History Conference at Port 

Adelaide in May 1998. In the same edition the achievements of life members were acknowledged: a tradition 

that continues to the present (see Roslyn Burge’s paper on Nan Manefield in this edition of Voiceprint, pXX). 

In Issue 22, July 2000, Bill Gammage contributed ‘In Defence of Oral History’, reproduced from Word of 

Mouth, the SA branch journal. The sharing of such pieces has been greatly facilitated more recently by the 

online nature of state branch publications. Issue 23 in October 2000 included Bill Bottomly’s ‘Taping, Typing 

and Trusting: Confessions of a Transcriber’, which was followed in March 2001 with a number of articles on 

oral history practice. 

At the halfway mark, No. 25 in October 2001, the editorial committee had stalwart Joyce Cribb with Diana 

Covell and Sue Georgevits as its members and the pattern of two editions a year was established. The 

editors wrote: ‘Oral History does allow the personal voice to speak. Please send in your contribution for our 

next edition which will be published early in 2002.’ Richard Raxworthy (a life member) entered into ‘a 

dialogue’ with future life member Francis Goode, responding to Goode’s ‘Digitising the Word’ (Issue 24) with 

‘Digitising Ambient Sound’; both pieces reflecting the ongoing interest of changing technology to the oral 

historian. 

Issue 26 in April 2002 introduced the new OHAA logo with the microphone cord extending from the letters. It 

appeared that many members were not writing about their experiences, still being sought by the editorial 

team. However, No.27 in October 2002 was 48 pages long (plus a cover) and included Michael Clarke’s very 
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helpful ‘Tendering for Oral History’ projects. Michael addressed the topic with great thoroughness and this is 

another paper worth re-visiting. 

Issue 30, in April 2004, included Richard Raxworthy’s obituary, together with Peter Lalor’s eulogy given at 

Richard’s funeral. Richard’s influence as an oral historian resonates today, with many of his interviews 

available in the State Library of NSW and the Australian Credit Union Archive. This edition also included 

information about the NSW Committee members. Reports on members and meetings continue in 

publications today. 

Issue 32, in April 2005, sported a slightly different cover design, although the basic open mouth image 

remained. It contained the very helpful ‘OHAA Guidelines on Fees for Interviewing and Transcription’. No.35 

in October 2006 featured the awarding, to Beth Robertson, of the Hazel de Berg Award for Excellence in 

Oral History, presented by Hazel’s family. Beth’s excellent Oral History Handbook continues to be an 

essential document for oral historians. 

No.36 in April 2007 included, for the first time, a CD prepared by Peter Rubinstein of Radiowise Media 

Networks, containing three mini oral history documentaries on recent events – Tim Flannery’s award of 

Australian of the Year; the fourth anniversary of the Bali bombing and a tribute to Steve Irvin. Also included 

was Gail Foran’s ‘A Novice’s Observations’ of a local oral history project and Frances Rush’s report on the 

first International Oral History Congress in Porto, Portugal (October 2006). Joyce Cribb was the sole editor 

for No.37 in October 2007 and was joined by Roslyn Burge for the production of No.38 in April 2008, in 

which Michael Clarke was announced as the recipient of the Hazel de Berg Award and Rosie Block received 

Honorary Life Membership of the Association. There was also a report on the OHAA 2007 Biennial 

Conference in Brisbane. 

As Voiceprint approached 40, Joyce Cribb, in her solo editorial for Issue 39, October 2008, partially 

embraced digital technology, urging readers to visit OHAA NSW’s new website (webmaster Sandra Blamey). 

She wrote: ‘Perhaps, but certainly not in the immediate future, this newsletter will no longer need paper! I 

rather think there are others like me who like to read from paper rather than the computer screen! Paper will, 

I am sure, be with us for a long time.’ That long time was only three years – Voiceprint went digital in October 

2011! Issue 39 also listed Jacqui Wasilewsky, a contributor to 

this issue, as a new member, and contained details of 

Professor Alistair Thomson’s new course of study, the Master 

of Oral History and Historical Memory, which began at 

Monash University in 2009. 

In Issue 41, October 2009, Janis Wilton, a foundation member 

of OHAA in 1978, was celebrated as the recipient of the 2009 

Hazel de Berg Award and Honorary Life Membership of the 

Association. Rosie Block’s ‘A Rapid History of Oral History at 

the ABC’ and Siobhan McHugh’s terrific ‘The Aerobic Art of 

Interviewing’ were fun to read. Michael Clarke featured 

prominently in No.42, April 2010, with his ‘Digitisation of 

Cassette Tapes Now Urgent!’ and ‘Discovering Bernie and 

Don – the story of the Clarke family 1898 to 1981’. In a 

bumper Issue 43 in October 2010, your current Voiceprint co-

editor was welcomed, with 30 others, as a new member of 
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OHAA NSW. One of these new members, Sharon Burke, contributed to Voiceprint immediately – please will 

other new members do the same! Rosie Block was farewelled as NSW Association President and extracts 

from her oral history were published. Beth Robertson and Trish Levido contributed strong messages in 

‘Moving from Analogue to Digital: Oral History’s Race Against Time’ and ‘A Three Generation Family 

Passion for Oral History; and Why We Have to Digitise Our Audio Tapes ASAP’. 

In No.44, April 2011, Joyce Cribb, who had an editorial involvement for more than 15 years, from edition 

No.11, announced new challenges and opportunities as Voiceprint was going digital. One thing remained 

constant, however - the plea for contributions from members. The issue included a comprehensive report on 

the 16
th
 Biennial International Conference in Prague from Denise Phillips, who had received a scholarship 

from the Association to attend this event in July 2010.  

Voiceprint Nos.45 to 49 are accessible on-line via the NSW Oral History website and there are many articles 

therein worth re-visiting. Sally Zwartz and myself took on the editorship from the indefatigable Joyce Cribb 

for edition No.47 and thereafter. We acknowledge her ongoing support and that of the current Committee. 

Looking at 44 hard copy editions of Voiceprint in one sitting, all available and accessible in hard copy at the 

State Library of NSW, gives an extraordinary overview of the development of oral history in NSW (and 

beyond). The editors and contributors have created an outstanding record and account of the theory and 

practice of oral history, of great benefit to members. Undoubtedly, the practitioners who contributed their 

thoughts, ideas and experiences since 1994 have changed some of their views and interview techniques. 

The rapidly changing technology alone obliges us all to re-think our motives, attitudes and practice all the 

time. In addition, the work and commitment of branch committees and editors over the years has made it 

possible for our organisation to have a voice and character and great strength as a resource to support 

current oral historians and those that follow us. In conclusion, Happy Birthdays Voiceprint! Thank you all 

editors and contributors since 1994 – and please, everyone, use Voiceprint to have your say and provide a 

forum to explore, record and question your practice. 

Margaret Leask, March 2014 

 

BACK TO TOP 

Oral History NSW welcomes a new Life Member 

 Roslyn Burge looks back at the life, work and remarkable achievements of Nan Manefield,  

Oral History NSW’s newest Life Member  

 

Nan Manefield was appointed a Life Member of the NSW Oral History Association in October 2013 in 

recognition of her extensive voluntary contribution of interviews to the Merle Coppell Oral History Collection 

at Stanton Library in North Sydney. When Nan retired in 1989 after twenty years at North Sydney Boys’ High 

School (and nearly five decades teaching) she envisaged spending her days playing golf and bridge, both of 

which she enjoyed and had played for many years. Instead, she became more keenly involved with her local 

community and between 1991 and 2005 recorded 42 interviews with people representing a wide range of 

associations with North Sydney and North Sydney Council. 

Nan’s attachment to North Sydney, to her local community, is all-embracing and it’s hard to imagine she ever 

lived anywhere else. Yet she is a Queenslander from the Atherton Tableland, born in Malanda in 1925, who 
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grew up (as the middle of five siblings) on her parents’ dairy farm at Peeramon, near North Johnson.  

Gesturing with her hands during a recent conversation she recounted helping with the milking in childhood 

and walking to primary school at North Johnson. When it came time for high school a scholarship took Nan 

to Blackheath and Thornburgh College in Charters Towers where she became dux of the school.  

Nan remembered the thousands of troops and vehicles moving through the area during wartime, preparing 

for military engagement to the north of Australia. Her father, Alex Kenyon, took time from dairying to be a 

Councillor on Eacham Shire Council for 15 years and one part of his work as Councillor was to report the 

damage to roads caused by heavy military vehicles. Asked how her father found time to run a dairy and be a 

Councillor, Nan recalled her father enjoyed the involvement with other people and was well respected, and to 

ensure he could be reached, had a phone installed in the house and in the dairy. His example of civic duty 

was an early indicator for Nan’s own community engagement. 

Teaching was more than a career for 

Nan, it was one of her great passions, 

particularly her two decades at North 

Sydney Boys’ High School. After 

training at Kelvin Grove (truncated to 

one year because of wartime) Nan 

taught in a number of schools on the 

Atherton Tableland, sometimes 

teaching as many as 70 pupils in one 

room, as she did in Tully (30 children 

in grade 3 and 40 in grade 4). Tully 

recorded almost twice its annual 

rainfall in 1950 - 7,900mm (311 

inches) – and after that deluge Nan 

departed for the slightly drier south to 

Nambour. She enrolled in a Bachelor 

of Arts at the University of 

Queensland, first by correspondence, 

then part-time after she moved to 

Brisbane. While teaching upper 

primary school in Nambour, Nan 

immersed herself in another of her 

passions, the theatre. She joined 

N.A.T.S. (Nambour Amateur 

Theatrical Society) producing and 

performing in productions.   

 

Nan married in 1963 and moved to Sydney. After the birth of her son, Tim, the family travelled to London; on 

their return her husband, a television and film documentary producer, took a job at the ABC at Gore Hill at 

the end of 1969, and the Manefields moved to Waverton, where Nan still lives today and has ‘no wish to live 

anywhere else’! North Sydney has been the focus of her work and community and reflecting on her life in 

2000 Nan said her ‘expanding interests in the North Sydney community (were) as a series of ripples – a flow-

on effect as it were - from the initial plunge into North Sydney Boys’ High’ which she first visited in 1964 with 
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the North Sydney Girls’ High debating team and came there to teach in 1969. Later Nan was appointed 

librarian which meant she had to relinquish teaching and she rued giving up her beloved English and History. 

Just before her retirement she published a history of the school, Twenty-five years on: a history of North 

Sydney Boys' High School 1962-1987; she continues to be interested in the careers of many of its students 

(1).  

Upon moving to Waverton Nan became involved almost immediately with a number of community groups: 

North Sydney Dem School when her son was a pupil there; the North Sydney Swimming Club, editing its 

newsletter Legs ‘N Arms; the Precinct Committee which she has diligently attended monthly since its 

formation in 1973; and the Creative Leisure Centre. Controversy surrounded a multi-storied development 

proposal for open space in Miller Street, North Sydney, and after intense community reaction the DA was 

finally rejected by Council.  Now a civic park, where concerts and noodle and produce markets are held, this 

public open space, described by Nan as ‘an oasis on the fringe of the CBD’, is testament to the activism of 

Nan and others in the community (2). The ‘participatory democracy’ of the precinct committees represented 

not only community and Council working together but also Nan’s style of engagement with a number of 

controversial local developments. So many hours did she spend at Council reading reports and development 

plans that the Director of Planning and Environmental Services asked if she was going to move her bed in! 

Education and librarianship were also the catalyst for an enduring professional network. Working closely with 

the Librarian at North Sydney Girls’ School, Nan co-ordinated the establishment in 1976 of the Stanton Area 

Librarians’ Group, a group representing a dozen schools across the municipality which met monthly to 

discuss strategies and problems. Interaction with Stanton Library and its librarians was crucial and it was that 

relationship which endured into her retirement and led to Nan’s oral history practice.  

These fruitful librarians’ networks also precipitated Nan’s association with Nutcote, May Gibbs’ home in 

Neutral Bay.  Asked to fill in for a day, Nan continued for many years to contribute hours of volunteering and 

guiding at this house museum and garden owned by North Sydney Council. 

Nan was nearing retirement when a fellow member of the Oral History Association, Margaret Park, was 

appointed Local History Co-ordinator at Stanton Library in 1988. After her retirement the following year Nan 

offered her librarian skills and began preparing resumes for those interviews already part of the oral history 

collection at Stanton Library.  

With a cohort of committed volunteers assisting with the collection, including Nan, North Sydney Council 

applied successfully for a grant which funded a number of oral history-related activities: workshops in oral 

history practice for volunteer interviewers; publication of the oral history guide, On the Record (3); and the 

appointment of a Coordinator of the Oral History Collection. Stanton Library was now well equipped to 

expand its Collection and a series of thematic interviews was recorded, including working in North Sydney. 

Nan recorded her first interview in 1991 with George Wade, a fellow Queenslander who worked on the trams 

and buses, and later conducted a series of interviews with boat builders on North Sydney’s waterfront. There 

are now few shipyards on Sydney Harbour and Nan’s interview with Bill Barnett, who built two of Australia’s 

challengers to the America’s Cup, Dame Pattie and Gretel II, recalls a different world of boatsheds and 

maritime industries almost dispelled by contemporary harbourside dwellings offering ‘lifestyle’.  

North Sydney, barely 10 kilometres square, has one of the nation’s largest commercial business districts 

peopled by a community of workers who come and leave each day, yet despite its intensely urban feel, the 

municipality is also green and residential. Planning pressures have beset North Sydney for decades and 

some of the oral history interviews Nan recorded with planners, architects, Councillors and Council’s 

planning staff were a significant primary resource for the publication Designs on a Landscape, a history of 
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planning in North Sydney, written by Margaret Park (4). Nan’s interviews with the former Chair of the State 

Planning Authority, Nigel Ashton, architects Professor Peter Webber and Judith Ambler, Councillor Peter 

Tranter and Council's Manager of Development Services, Stephen Beattie, among others, capture the North 

Sydney community’s heightened engagement with planning, the wider importance of ‘local’, and the 

contribution of many individuals in that significant realm - planning. To these interviews Nan brought an 

informed local view, sensitivity and warmth, and a deep engagement with her community wrought over 

decades of community involvement. 

And all of it voluntary.  Whilst it is nigh impossible to assess the true value of volunteers, Nan’s endeavours 

(together with her cohort of interviewers) were recognised by the Sydney Morning Herald award for 

community service in 1993 and as ‘the backbone’ of the Stanton Library Oral History program (5). 

Nan’s 42 interviews represent a sizeable chunk of the 280 interviews in the Merle Coppell Oral History 

Collection (6). In addition to this invaluable public resource Nan’s broader contributions to community include 

membership of the North Shore Historical Society; Council’s committees – Library Management Committee 

and the Library, Historical and Cultural Resources Reference Group; volunteering at the Australian Museum; 

operating a ‘telephone tree’ network supporting Friends of the ABC; labouring as part of the Bushcare team 

working in the vicinity of Balls Head - and two years before the public land below Millers Point was renamed 

Barangaroo, Nan proposed the BP site on foreshore land in Waverton be known as Bungaree Point. 

In June 2000 Nancy Joan Manefield was awarded a Medal of the Order of Australia for her contribution to 

oral history and much more. Her citation reads: For service to the community of North Sydney, particularly 

through cultural and historical organisations. 

Nan Manefield OAM was interviewed for the Merle Coppell Collection at North Sydney Council - thanks to Dr Ian 

Hoskins, Council Historian, for permission to quote from that recording. 

NOTES 

(1) Twenty-five years on: a history of North Sydney Boys' High School 1962-1987, Nan Manefield, P&C 

Association/North Sydney Boys High School, Crows Nest, 1988. 

(2) Thirty Plus years in North Sydney, Nan Manefield, personal reminiscences, c.2000. 

(3) On the Record: a Practical Guide to Oral History, Paul Ashton, North Sydney Council, 1991. 

(4) Designs on a Landscape: a History of Planning in North Sydney, Margaret Park, North Sydney Council/Halstead 

Press, 2003.  Dr Park’s tandem publication, Voices of a Landscape: Planning North Sydney, (North Sydney Council, 

2001) is almost entirely interviewees’ stories.  

(5) ‘North Sydney on record: Stanton Library's oral history program [online]’. Oral History Association of Australia 

Journal, No. 17, 1995: 80-85. 

(6) http://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/Library_Databases/Heritage_Centre/Collections 

 

BACK TO TOP 

Seminar report – Hear your community's voice: creating an oral history project 

About 30 people attended this morning seminar at the State Library on Saturday 5 April. President Virginia 

McLeod introduced the speakers: Pauline Curby, who reflected on an oral history project she undertook for 

Ryde City Council in the 1990s; Jesse Adams Stein, who talked about learning to talk the trade jargon and 

gain workers’ confidence during her Ph. D project with the NSW Government Printing Office; and Belinda 

Mason, who, stepping in at very short notice, talked about (and showed some of her film), working with 

interpreters during her UNHCR project filming refugee families who settled in Wagga Wagga. 

http://www.northsydney.nsw.gov.au/Library_Databases/Heritage_Centre/Collections
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Pauline found it interesting to re-visit her project and re-consider her processes. She talked about the 

project’s background and organisation; training, supporting and providing feedback to volunteer interviewers; 

promoting the project, attracting and selecting interviewees; preparing topics as the basis for interview 

questions and identifying the project themes. She found there were two overlapping themes that influenced 

the two year project: the changing landscape and changes in social relationships. She recognised that not all 

interviewees would be interesting and not all interviews would be skilled but she could not risk not 

interviewing all comers. The interviews were wide ranging and people-centred rather than topic-centred and 

a number of public displays and publications were outcomes of the project. Pauline concluded with some 

thoughts on how she might run the project today – most certainly she would use digital recorders; she might 

not consider using volunteer interviewers and she would hope there might be material for a radio program. 

She really appreciated the opportunity to work within the local library and was supported and encouraged by 

the Ryde mayor, librarian and others. 

Jesse explained that she was an oral history novice when she started her research into the NSW 

Government Printing Office that operated in Ultimo between 1959 and 1989. She wanted to understand how 

past employees had coped with technological change including automation and computerisation. She used 

images from the State Library picture collection to help prompt memories (usually only at the end of 

interviews). She discussed the process by which she located interview subjects, including the role of 

‘snowball sampling’ (where word of mouth led her to further possible subjects); in the end she had 31 

interviewees, representing a range of trades and occupations. She mentioned issues related to the university 

ethics’ committee; learning to speak the technical language of ‘printing’; giving interviewees space to talk 

about their relationship with machines; and the value of her growing body of knowledge about both the work 

and the workers, which allowed her to engage with, and be accepted by, the people she spoke to. As she 

became more comfortable so did the interviewees and this helped her gain confidence, particularly in the 

later interviews. 

Belinda, a film maker and documentary storyteller, talked about being commissioned by SBS and Becker 

Entertainment to make the film I’ll Call Australia Home, about immigrants from war-torn zones coming to live 

in, and adapt to Australia. She found one of the main challenges was to find people to interview on film – 

many were too traumatised or uncertain to undergo such an experience. She spent a great deal of time, 

travelling and working with an interpreter, in establishing relationships with the two families she has 

subsequently filmed in I’ll Call Australia Home and Constance on the Edge. Extracts from these films were 

shown and they provided a real insight into the issues Belinda faced as a filmmaker and as the recipient of 

stories of trauma and dislocation. 

After a break for (a delicious) morning tea, the group re-convened in a large circle to ask questions of the 

presenters and to discuss oral history practice. It was recommended attendees go online to look at Paula 

Hamilton’s Locating Suburbia, which is the outcome of a UTS project. The questions and discussion were 

wide-ranging, to some extent influenced by Virginia Macleod’s very helpful ‘prompt sheet’ which included 

headings to consider when planning a project; including crafting a collection of interviews, organisation, 

methodology and outcomes. Virginia also provided a useful list of sites where oral histories can be accessed 

(see Notes and Notices, below). 

The audio of this seminar will be available on the OH NSW website in due course.  

       Margaret Leask 

BACK TO TOP 
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REPORTS AND PROJECTS 

 

Accreditation success 

A new qualification in oral history has allowed Carol McKirdy to gain formal national accreditation as an oral 

historian – she explains what’s involved and the significance of the new program 

In February this year I received something very exciting in my mailbox. It was a Statement of Attainment 

(SoA) certificate confirming that I had attained the unit Record and document community history – 

AHCILM404A. My SoA was gained through Djaringo Pty Ltd, a Western Australian registered vocational 

training provider located in Broome. Djaringo is the training division of the Nirrumbuk Aboriginal Corporation.  

A Statement of Attainment is a nationally recognised qualification in the Australian Qualifications Framework. 

To gain the qualification I participated in a Recognition of Prior Learning (RPL) process.  

Dr Elaine Rabbitt, Training Manager of Djaringo and a social historian with a PhD in Oral History, is the 

inspiration and driver behind this groundbreaking training package. She introduced the idea of such a course 

at the National Oral History Association Conference in Launceston in 2009. Since then she has gone through 

the lengthy and painstaking process of getting the unit of competency nationally recognised under the 

Australian Quality Framework.
 
Elaine sought advice and professional discourse from oral historians 

throughout Australia. At the 2011 OHAA National Conference in Melbourne she presented a paper called 

‘Towards a new curriculum’, advocating the need to develop a nationally recognised certificate in oral history. 

A national working party was established and Elaine developed the curriculum documentation and pursued 

the demanding job of making the nationally accredited course a reality. At last year’s conference in Adelaide 

Elaine presented ‘Connecting community: oral history training and education’ and gave further updates. 

The SoA means a great deal to me because it recognises my capability in the vocational area of oral history. 

I have lots of qualifications including a Master’s degree (in a different field of expertise) and a three year 

fulltime diploma in teaching high school history, and I have a lot of experience in working in the field of oral 

history. But … it always troubled me that I did not have a specific nationally recognised qualification in oral 

history. I’ve done many excellent short non-accredited courses, including those offered by Oral History NSW, 

but as someone who also works in the highly regulated vocational education sector (I’m a TAFE NSW 

teacher as well as an oral historian), I was constantly searching for a means of accredited recognition. This 

was a stumbling block for someone like me and I think it would be a similar situation for many of my oral 

history colleagues because I didn’t want to spend a large amount of money doing another degree or post-

graduate qualification. I know many people working in the field of oral history who practise oral history in 

addition to a first profession. Also, as a highly qualified professional working in the dynamic education 

industry, it is second nature for me to constantly upskill my professional capability and currency. I apply 

exactly the same principles and process of continuous improvement, keeping up to date and expanding my 

knowledge base in oral history.  

The Statement of Attainment offered by Djaringo Training is excellent because it can be done as a stand-

alone qualification. As well, when completed using the RPL , it takes into account the identified, verified and 

proven expertise of the student in the field of oral history. In my opinion Record and document community 

history – AHCILM404A is both a strong entry level qualification and a qualification with sufficient rigour to 

complement other training and experience. 
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RPL provides for candidates completing a qualification in a Registered Training Organisation (RTO) to enter 

a process in which they are given credit for skills, knowledge and experience gained through working and 

learning. Overseas experience is recognised, as is volunteer work and formal and informal learning. RTOs 

follow an established process of establishing that a candidate has met the requirements of the qualification. 

The steps I followed through Djaringo Training were: 

Step 1 – Provide information of skills and experience.  

Step 2 – Conversation with Assessor.  

An assessor reviews information provided and matches up demonstrated skills to the unit AHCILM404A 

Record and Document Community History. The assessor may ring a candidate to discuss and further identify 

previous experience - a 'competency conversation'. 

Step 3 - Answer knowledge questions.  

Step 4 – Practical demonstration of skills.  

Further steps - After the assessment, your assessor will give information about the skills that have been 

recognised and whether you have gained competency. If you have skill gaps, these may be addressed 

through flexible training. 

 

During my RPL process I submitted as evidence the following original documentation: 

 Two references relating to my professional practice 

 My curriculum vitae relating to my work in oral history 

 An application form including previous related training and experience and comprehensive 

answers to 10 knowledge questions 

 A full audio interview in MP3 format conducted in the previous 18 months 

 An annotated interview checklist 

 An example of an agreement form I had created 

 An example of a signed agreement form 

 Interviewee acceptance letter 

 Interviewee thank you letter 

 A full transcript 

 A set of questions/ prompts showing evidence of research 

 A self-assessment questionnaire covering four elements and 34 performance criteria. 

 

The cost to do the RPL through Djaringo Pty Ltd can be obtained from the organisation: 

Nirrumbuk Aboriginal Corporation 

Djaringo Pty Ltd 

34 Blackman Street 

Broome 

WA 6725 

 Ph. (08)91937100 
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You can also enquire about doing the unit directly, without using the RPL process, as an accredited course 

in a series of workshops through Djaringo. In time it is anticipated that the Statement of Attainment will be 

offered by other RTOs. 

BACK TO TOP 

Uncovering Rockdale's migration history - people, parks, places and spaces   

 

An oral history project in Rockdale revealed the importance of parks and open spaces to the migrant 

communities who live there, as Virginia Macleod explains 

Last year my colleague Pauline Curby and I worked on a post-World War II migration history of the City of 

Rockdale, ‘with historical sub-themes of recreation and celebration’. We researched and wrote a general 

history of parks in the local government area, focusing on those with specific links to migrant groups. This is 

important in understanding the history of this area, as today 43 per cent of Rockdale's population was born 

overseas. The brief for this project spelt out that oral history would be: 

an important component of the project as it is anticipated that the bulk of historical information will only 

be found through direct contact with the cultural organisations that represent the various migrant 

community groups. 

Another important dimension was to explore a dozen or more parks, most unknown to us. What did we find?  

Arncliffe Park, March 2013                        Photo: Virginia Macleod 
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It soon became obvious that sport is a major activity in the City of Rockdale: tai chi, bocce/ petanque/ bowls, 

hockey, soccer. Several clubs began as community teams – such as St George Saints, formerly Hungarian 

Budapest Club, Illinden Macedonian now Rockdale City Suns, Arncliffe Macedonia Soccer Club, Aurora 

Football club, Banksia Tigers Club. Cricket at Bexley Park goes back to 1920s. Then there are the runners, 

walkers and cyclists weaving along the many cycle routes that traverse Rockdale's various parks, and of 

course contemplative lone fishermen along Muddy Creek, Kyeemagh Riverine Park and Lance Studdart 

Reserve. 

 

Festivals are a high profile migrant activity – religious, national and cultural events include the Bangla 

Festival, Multicultural Festival, Rockdale Latino Festival, Chinese New Year at King St Mall, Blessing the 

Waters, and Eid al-fitr at the end of Ramadan. 

 

Monuments and art in parks reveal migrants’ influence. Two examples are the mosaics by Stren Velle, 

executed by Italian tiler Gorizio Dicenza, which adorn the amenities block in Peter Depena Reserve at Dolls 

Point and the leaping Greek marathon runner statue at Cook Park. The adoption of the World War I 

memorial in Arncliffe Park by the local multicultural soccer club shows that monuments can have an adaptive 

function. 

Arncliffe Park, March 2013                                 Photo: Virginia Macleod 
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As well as looking, we wanted to understand how people experience the landscape of the parks and 

reserves. Our final report, based on conversations with informants and oral history, examined the use and 

understanding of Rockdale’s parks. My interpretation was enriched by the work of Denis Byrne, Heather 

Goodall, Alison Cadzow, Martin Thomas and Mandy Thomas who have pursued these ideas in relation to 

some of NSW national parks. (1) 

Finding interviewees 

While it gives freedom to the historian to be able to find and chose interviewees for an oral history project, 

the time involved should never be underestimated. Initial contact was difficult as we started work at the end 

November 2013 when a newspaper article appeared in the local paper and a letter was mailed by Rockdale 

Council to community groups introducing the project. Unfortunately this was not the best timing for a 

response and we made only one or two tenuous contacts in this way. 

We were very fortunate in having the St George Migrant Resource Centre on our doorstep and soon made 

some connections through staff there. The centre which offers advice and assistance also provides rooms 

where people from different cultural backgrounds meet. We also made contact with Bexley Seniors Day Care 

Centre where a dozen or more different language groups visit local parks regularly on scheduled outings. 

However, January is down time and February was devoted to planning the year’s program, so meeting 

potential interviewees through both these centres was delayed. 

Victory Day, a Bangladeshi festival, was our first encounter with a local migrant festival. It was to be 

celebrated on 16 December at Bicentennial Park. However, as rain was forecast, the activity was moved to 

Rockdale Public School, so we missed the experience in the park. Nevertheless we were welcomed by 

several Bangladeshi families, including a singer, a dancer, a poet, a musician, an artist, a film producer and 

an army officer seconded to the Australian Defence Force. We talked informally about the project and heard 

what festivals the Bangladeshi community celebrated and which parks they preferred. The President of the 

Bangladesh Society of Sydney was happy to be interviewed, but it was four months before we could find a 

suitable day to record. 

Over three months before the project deadline, I recorded 14 interviews and spoke with many more people 

representing: Bangladesh, China, Egypt, England, Greece, Latin America, Lebanon, Macedonia, Malta, 

Pakistan, Serbia, Wales and Australia. 

Methodologies 

Our brief was to undertake documentary research but there was also an emphasis on oral history. With a 

limited time frame, it was soon apparent that there would not be time to conduct many long interviews. I 

adopted three different methods. Each method and session informed the next. 

I took notes in question and answer sessions, later checking my information with the person or people who I 

had talked with. This was a fruitful way of exploring attitudes to parks at different times. I spoke with soccer 

players from the 1980s and 2012, walking groups, bushcare workers in the field today, and seniors groups at 

a day centre through their leader interpreter. I gleaned information about which parks were preferred, why, 

and what they did there. Most importantly, many informants shared their feelings about being outdoors. 

In the same way I worked with groups who gathered for each other’s company, but kindly allowed me to 

explain the project. Those who shared their views included a Greek women’s group at Brighton Le Sands. 

On two occasions they were happy to reminisce about their expansive community picnics. During this 
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process other memories and tales of early days in Australia during 1960s and 1970 emerged. Thanks to two 

interpreters the participants’ animation, excitement and laughter was explained to me. 

I outlined the project and asked the Pakistani Australian Women’s association, which meets each week, if 

they were willing to be recorded. At their request I emailed my questions in advance and returned a second 

time to talk with them. Alerted by Martin Thomas’ experience with a focus group such as this, and the 

difficulty he had distinguishing each person’s voice in a group recording, I recorded each of five women, in 

turn, while they listened to what was said. 

In addition I conducted nine fuller interviews with a young mother involved with women’s community support, 

a soccer star, two soccer club officials, a community group leader and a migrant community worker. I also 

recorded two park keepers outdoors in their parks, with their concerns and handiwork in front of us as we 

talked together. The interview was interspersed with the sound of birdsong and passing planes. 

These interviews demonstrate Denis Byrne’s comment, ’humans make places out of spaces not just by 

physically altering them but also via the social and mental processes of making them meaningful.’ (2) 

Experiences in the parks sometimes spanned lifetimes. I listened to memories of being a migrant child or 

youth growing up in a 

new land, or stories of 

young parents during 

their early days of 

migration with young 

children. Several people 

spoke to me about the 

local park, as a space for 

their children where they 

made first friendships. It 

became clear that parks 

and playing fields offer a 

neutral space where 

people can meet as 

equals. 

An outing to a park can 

change a person’s mood 

as Shahid Uz-zaman 

said: ‘When I get into that 

[Rockdale] park I feel different ... under the sky, open everything, fresh air.’ (3) South Americans love to 

dance and assured me dancing in the park is a Latin custom. 

Questions unearthed individual experiences: parks, plants, trees and landscapes, an appreciation of plants 

or trees reminiscent of a homeland. Interviewees drew comparisons and connections between parks they 

knew in their birthplace and Australia, as well as pleasures they found and learned here. For Egyptians the 

best landscape is along the Georges River where the still water flanked by palm trees reminds them of the 

Nile. 

 

Arncliffe Park, March 2013               Photo: Virginia Macleod 
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Descriptions of the thrill of playing to soccer crowds at Barton Park and the enthusiasm of families and 

players attending soccer matches at Gardiner and Arncliffe Parks gave new insight to the meaning of sports 

fields, and the ownership felt for a park which is a team’s home ground. In addition these parks are the 

setting for impromptu cricket games organised by text messaging, and major events such as an international 

team visit. 

Park keepers informed me about who used the parks: youths, walkers, card players, chess players and 

women having a chat. They also manifested their pride and attachment as park custodians and spoke about 

the planting they had undertaken; how they marked out field lines for sport, and cleared litter after matches. 

Bushcare volunteers at Stotts Reserve and Scarborough swamp bushland revealed how people born in 

other countries come to appreciate and nurture Australian native plants and their habitats. 

Questions I asked explored the importance of community and national and religious festivals. We talked 

about who attended these events; when and where they were held; what was celebrated and how. 

Informants reflected on festivals in their childhood and discussed whether these festivals were still the same 

in their birth country, and how they might have changed in Australia. Seeing and mingling with others, known 

and unknown, who share a culture or religion is affirming, as is the communal celebration of diversity at 

multicultural festivals. 

Interviewees mentioned ways in which community organisations or associations, often based around sport, 

religion or culture, help new migrants settle in Australia. They provide a support network for adapting to a 

new culture while at the same time understanding migrants’ backgrounds. 

 

Dennis Byrne mentions the work – conducted in shopping centres – of Amanda Wise and Selvaraj 

Velayutham which contrasts ‘top down multiculturalism’, involving the administration of services, national 

policy and legislation, with ‘everyday multiculturalism’ which they define as ‘how cultural diversity is 

experienced and negotiated on the ground in everyday situations ... in the ebb and flow of daily life.’ Our 

study in the City of Rockdale revealed that public spaces such as parks, bushland and sports fields offer an 

open stage for this experience too. (4) 

Uncovering Rockdale's Migration Heritage Story. Rockdale City's recreational places used by migrant community groups 

is available from Rockdale City Council or online:  

 http://www.rockdale.nsw.gov.au/Pages/About_Rockdale_Migration.aspx < 

NOTES 

(1) Denis Byrne, Heather Goodall, Allison Cadzow, Place making in national parks. Ways that Australians of Arabic and 

Vietnamese background perceive and use the parklands along the Georges River, The Office of Environment and 

Heritage NSW and the University of Technology Sydney, 2011. Mandy Thomas, Moving landscapes - National Parks 

and the Vietnamese experience, Studies in the cultural construction of open space, National Parks and Wildlife Service, 

2002. Martin Thomas, A multicultural landscape National Parks and the Macedonian experience, Studies in the cultural 

construction of open space, National Parks and Wildlife Service, 2001. 

(2) Denis Byrne, p26 

(3) Virginia Macleod, Interview with Shahid Uz-zaman, 28 April 2013. 

(4) Byrne, p10. 
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Why ‘Community Stories’? 

 Jacqui Wasilewsky provides some insights into the oral history program at the Jewish Museum, where 

 she is Project Manager, Community Stories  

Why ‘Community Stories’? I hear you ask. Well, let’s consider the definitions of both community and stories 

and move on from there to assess their value to the museum and possibly society as a whole. 

According to Dictionary.com ‘community’ is a group of people having common interests or living in one 

locality. Obviously our community would then be the Jewish community of Sydney. Our locality is clearly 

defined and our interests would include all aspects of Jewish life from the practice of our religion to the way 

in which we live our lives as Jews and our history, both in Australia and in other areas of the world if 

members of our community are immigrants. 

‘Stories’ are written or spoken accounts or narratives of events or happenings… (Dictionary.com). Our 

program at the Museum clearly fits this bill as we collect both written and oral versions of people’s life 

stories. But this again raises the question of Why?? 

 

Over time the Jewish people have a long tradition of passing down family stories and customs, which is 

backed up by the fact that our religion has continued in much the same way over thousands of years, even 

when not all of our members were literate. These stories originally had a religious flavour and purpose, for 

example those of the Torah and the Midrash, and became a central part of life through the birth of the  

Above and below: covers of books produced from oral history interviews 

carried out through the Community Stories program at the Sydney Jewish 

Museum 
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Hasidic movement. The Hasidim raised storytelling to a ‘holy activity’ when telling tales of tzadikim (righteous 

individuals). Storytelling has been used for many different political, social and educational purposes and has 

been used in both religious and non-religious contexts. The stories of our community are the very 

embodiment of who we are as a people. We have long used storytelling to describe our way of life in 

different locations to future generations, take for example the relatively modern writings of Sholem Aleichem, 

Isaac Beshevis Singer, Eli Wiesel and Philip Roth. 

We at the museum are in the enviable position of being able to provide a forum for the collection and 

preservation of the stories of the Sydney Jewish Community. According to our mission statement, one of the 

Museum’s major purposes is to ‘Ensure through education… that the Holocaust and its uniqueness in history 

is never forgotten and that it is recognised as a crime against humanity with contemporary and universal 

significance.’ Our Museum was started by Holocaust Survivors, many of whom are still active guides, and it 

is theirs and other Survivors’ stories that were the original subjects of the first Community Stories 

publications. The stories of such inspirational people serve as a basis for upholding the Museum’s mission 

statement.  

Initially, we ran writers’ workshops and involved ourselves in the publication of mainly Holocaust memoirs. 

To date we have published more than 50 titles. In order to ensure that we are able to preserve as many 

stories as possible we instituted an oral history archive in 2006 and have undertaken more than 150 

interviews to this end. Again, this archive serves a dual purpose: the first is to provide our interviewees’ 

families with a copy of the interview for their safekeeping, and the second is for us to have one to be used for 

educational or exhibition purposes.  
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In recent times our curators have commissioned the oral history team of Community Stories to undertake 

specific interviews for the sole purpose of providing information of a social history nature to enhance our 

temporary and permanent exhibitions. The South African Exhibition, the Military Exhibition, the Enemy Alien 

Exhibition and the Dressing Sydney Exhibition have all benefitted from the personal component provided by 

interviews of this nature. 

When the family member about whom one wants to write is still alive but perhaps too old or reluctant or 

unable to write themselves, we suggest undertaking an oral history interview as a starting point. This enables 

the writer to harness the ‘true voice’ of the person being written about; by this I mean the nuances in 

expression which distinguish the subject’s manner of communication. If the writer is able to do this, it 

elevates the story to being inimitably about the person and not merely a timeline of their experiences. 

We attract subjects for our interviews in two main ways. We approach interviewees when requested to do so 

by our curators for the purposes of particular exhibitions or alternatively we are contacted by potential 

interviewees or their families when they decide that they want to record their story for their children or 

grandchildren (in some circumstances these may be stories never told before). 

We arrange to do a pre-interview so that we can ascertain the bones of the story. This is usually done over 

the telephone a few days prior to the interview. After determining the parameters of the story, we would 

utilise one of the many questionnaires we have devised over the years to cover the various types of stories 

we encounter (Holocaust, South African stories, Australian Jewish stories and those specifically related to 

our exhibitions like questions related to work in the ‘rag trade’).  

We usually carry out the interviews in the home of the interviewee as this creates a more comfortable and 

‘safe’ environment to talk. Generally speaking, we do audio recordings using a small recorder so as to create 

an atmosphere of a conversation rather than an interrogation! We can do video interviews if requested to do 

so. We allocate two hours for each interview with an understanding that if the interviewee is particularly 

verbose we will do a second interview. As most of our interviewees are elderly, two hours is sufficient for a 

single interview. 

The interview is then stored on a secure drive and additionally on two separate removable hard drives, which 

form part of the Museum’s archive. A copy of the unedited interview is provided to the interviewee on a CD, 

USB drive or as a link to Dropbox (depending on their preference). 

If the interview is to be part of an exhibition or to form the basis of a book it will be sent to a transcriber. 

Once the interview has been fully completed a museum volunteer will listen to it and create a condensed 

narrative to enable our curators and researchers to have a quick method of assessing whether they would 

like to listen to the full interview. 

The cost of the unedited interview is $200 for Museum members and $300 for non members. 

So, why has the Museum pursued ‘Community Stories’? Our service not only provides a platform for the 

preservation of the stories of our community, it also serves as a tool to contribute to the incredible 

educational programs already in existence at the Museum. Additionally it contributes to the important and 

longstanding tradition of storytelling which already exists within our interesting and varied community.  
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Thus, as the Community Stories program seems flexible enough to change over time to accommodate the 

needs of our community, we anticipate that it will continue to ‘morph’ into new and different forms to ensure 

that it meets its mission which is to record and preserve as many stories of our community as possible. 

For more information, contact Jacqui at communitystories@sjm.com.au  

Links of interest: 

http://www.timsheppard.co.uk/story/dir/traditions/europe.html 

http://home.earthlink.net/~ddstuhlman/crc79.htm 

http://www.hasidicstories.com/Articles/Hasidic_Theories/spirit.html 

BACK TO TOP 

 

Neighbourhood Stories in Canada Bay 

 

An award-winning oral history project in Canada Bay helps foster a sense of community,  

writes Kate Woodbridge 

 

In March 2012, the City of Canada Bay began collaborating with the community to improve the North 

Strathfield Shopping Village, positioned on Concord Road in NSW. This collaboration resulted in the 

Concord Road, North Strathfield Place Plan (available at www.yoursaycanadabay.com.au/nthstrathfield), 

which identified strategic aims and achievable actions to create a place of meaning and connection for 

residents, business owners and visitors. 

 

In response to lack of pride and 

sense of community cohesion, 

one strategic aim was to 

‘Celebrate the past whilst 

embracing the evolving 

community’. To meet this aim, 

one of the actions agreed to was 

developing community stories 

focused on the history of the 

precinct and cultural diversity 

over the last 100 years. This 

action become Neighbourhood 

Stories. 

The principal objective of 

Neighbourhood Stories was to 

foster sense a community and 

increase pride of place. 

  

 

 

The Neighbourhood Stories website – high profile interviewees included  
AC/DC’s former drummer Colin Burgess 

communitystories@sjm.com.au
http://www.timsheppard.co.uk/story/dir/traditions/europe.html
http://home.earthlink.net/~ddstuhlman/crc79.htm
http://www.hasidicstories.com/Articles/Hasidic_Theories/spirit.html
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The short term objectives were to: 

- Develop community identity stories focused on the history of the precinct and cultural diversity over the last 

100 years 

- Integrate the art deco architecture, history and neighbourhood stories into public art elements 

- Develop a place brand that is authentic and reflects the past and present. 

  

To assist in delivering this project, the City of Canada Bay engaged consultant Olev Muska. The innovative 

and holistic approach encompassed the recording of community member oral histories and robust historical 

research. This was utilised to develop an online resource (http://www.neighbourhoodstories.net), present an 

interactive exhibition and to inform new public art installed within the revitalised streetscape.  

  

Between November 2012 and January 2013, 28 participant interviews were undertaken and significant 

research on the history of the precinct and individual business premises. High profile participants included 

the Hon. Michael Kirby OAM and former Justice of the High Court of Australia and Colin Burgess, original 

drummer for Australian rock band AC/DC and The Master Apprentices. 

  

An interactive exhibition 

was staged at Concord 

Library from 1-30 March 

2013 with a special event 

hosted on 20 March 

2013, featuring special 

guest Mr Kirby sharing 

his experiences and 

reflections on growing up 

in Concord and attending 

Strathfield North Public 

School. 

 

In 2013, this project won 

the 2013 Keep Australia 

Beautiful Sustainable Cities 

NSW Heritage Award and 

was highly commended in the National awards. It is ongoing, with Olev Muska continuing to carry out 

interviews, the full versions of which are archived and available for borrowing at City of Canada May Council 

Library Services. 

BACK TO TOP 

 

 

Michael Kirby speaks at the opening of the interactive exhibition 

http://www.neighbourhoodstories.net/
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Why I Love Performing Oral History! 

 Oral history is at the heart of Aviva Sheb'a’s artistic expression 

Oral History performance is a new field in both performance and oral history. It can give a voice to people 

who may otherwise be unable to share their stories and enables people to hear stories they would not 

otherwise access. Attending oral history performances often validates audience members’ life experiences 

and empowers them to tell their own stories. Many people find it healing. 

I grew up in a traditional Jewish household. 

My parents, Morris and Birdie Marsh, were 

first-generation English. Their first baby was 

born just after the start of World War II. Dad 

was called up to the army a few months later 

while Mum’s parents quietly assisted Jews to 

leave Europe. Dad led a unit of men liberating 

towns through France, Belgium, Holland, 

Germany, and Bergen-Belsen concentration 

camp. Their second baby was born in 1950. 

They migrated to Australia in 1951. A year 

later, I was the first in our family to have the 

great fortune to be born in Australia. Our 

family friends were mostly immigrants, some 

with numbers on their arms, so I listened to 

stories in various accents, in English and 

Yiddish. 

Thus, my lifelong love and respect for oral 

history. A few years ago I realised I am an 

oral history performer. Here’s how it 

happened, and what performing oral history 

means to me. 

It’s been a long time between shows. The first was in Amsterdam, 1979: The Energy Exchange: take it, use 

it, love it – it’s yours. I had absolutely no idea what story I wanted to tell; no idea how to structure such a 

show, or even that a structure was desirable. I had a long-time aversion to structure, living by the motto I’d 

learned in the Vietnam War: This is a war zone, Baby – improvise!  

Improvisation was my theme in vocal dance work, performance, teaching, as well as in life. That people 

supported me, came and enjoyed the show was testament to the fact that they liked me, and liked the way I 

performed.  

I created and performed my second one-woman show, Viva Aviva! in Dunolly (population 750), Central 

Victoria, 1992, where my children and I lived for seven years. The town hall was packed. I was getting closer 

to what I wanted to say, closer to what I was aiming at, though I still had little idea of what my theme really 

was.  
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Meanwhile I was expressing through vocal dance the memories I was trying to repress. Entertaining the 

troops in the Vietnam War at age 17 (March to June 1970) had been traumatic. Arriving back in Australia, I 

quickly learned to keep my mouth shut: people refused to hear about my experiences. Australians were often 

cruel to people who were part of the war regardless of the roles they played. When I mentioned having been 

in Vietnam, some people assumed I was a nurse. When I told them I was an entertainer, they asked if I was 

a singer. When I said no, I was a dancer, the reaction was usually a smirk, a nudge, a leer and at times 

people exclaimed, ‘Oh…a prostitute for baby-killers.’ (In 2014, this hasn’t changed much; though the baby-

killer comment has been erased, the assumption of prostitution or at least sexual promiscuity is still often 

implied simply because I was a female dancer. They think it must have been exciting.) 

Being packed raped at age 19 piled on still more trauma. I did not know there was a word for what was done 

to me, nor did I know it was a crime, though I knew it should have been illegal. In Australia, 1971, nobody 

spoke of rape, which 

enabled it to be so 

commonplace.  

Having no verbal outlet 

for the turmoil created by 

the compounded trauma 

– not to mention the 

turmoil of youth – I used 

my vocal and dance 

training to create my own 

method of teaching and 

performing dance and 

voice together: vocal 

dance. It turned out to be 

therapeutic for many. 

Almost 26 years after 

being in Vietnam, I 

started to talk about my 

experiences at last, 

mixing for the first time with Vietnam veterans. I heard the Australian government had struck a medal for 

civilians who were part of the war in Vietnam: the Vietnam Logistic and Support Medal. I applied, and 

received my medal or ‘gong’ just days before ANZAC Day 1996. I’d had to talk with the then Governor-

General, Sir William Deane, to have it shifted off someone’s desk and into the post.  

Wearing that medal and marching alongside others wearing their medals validated my history. I began to 

write my memoir and my new one-woman show.  

Supported by my son Leslie’s band No See Dolly, and Vietnamese musician Hung (Henry) Phan, I 

performed This is a War Zone, Baby – Improvise! in the Adelaide Fringe and High Beam festivals, 2000. I set 

the parameters: every word had to be true; it was told first person present tense; the audience had to travel 

with me into the Vietnam War exactly 30 years to the day after I arrived in the thick of it all. My daughter 

Rosie, then aged 12, selected slides from over 1000 loaned by Vietnam veterans, and projected them 

Aviva performs a vocal dance with Mark Holder at the Illawarra Folk Festival 2014       
Photo: Mignong Lee-Warden 
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strategically through the show. After reworking the script, we repeated the show (minus the slides which had 

been returned), in 2002 at Nexus Multicultural Arts’ Organisation, Adelaide. 

I wrote and played the lead in Soft of Hearing, a full-length radio drama based on This is a War Zone, Baby – 

Improvise! for ABC Radio National, 2002, gaining a Special Mention in the Original Drama Category of the 

Prix Italia International Radio Competition, Italy, 2002. This is an aspect of documenting and performing oral 

history that unfortunately the ABC has discontinued. 

In January 2007, I revisited Vietnam, after two months’ research in America. In both places, I dug up 

answers to some of the questions my writing had unearthed, and found information about the war and its 

participants I’d never thought to ask. 

On my return, I moved to Kiama, on the New South 

Wales south coast. The ocean views, peace and quiet 

opened new horizons for me. In 2008, working on a new 

show, Shebada! I incorporated more of my life 

experiences. Again I struggled with structure and 

purpose, still working out what I really wanted to say and 

how to say it.  

Living in Kiama proved too expensive and most of what I 

wanted to do involved being in Wollongong, so in 2009, I 

moved there and found Merrigong Theatre Company. 

Merrigong took me under their generous wing through the 

Merrigong Theatre Development program, in April 2010. 

Their Artistic Associate, Anne-Louise Rentell, became my 

director/dramaturge and began to interview me in the 

rehearsal studio. We did a showing of the work in 

progress in the Gordon Theatre at the Illawarra 

Performing Arts’ Centre (IPAC) in October that year. 

Audience feedback was extremely valuable.  

We’ve continued working on the show and in 2013, I 

performed This is a War Zone, Baby – Improvise! at IPAC through the Make It @ Merrigong program. 

Always respectful, Anne-Louise has a remarkable way of probing without prying or being invasive. During the 

process of creating performance from my oral history, some long-forgotten experiences poured out. Some 

stories I had told or performed before, but not in detail. Others I had never thought would interest people, or 

were so traumatic I hadn’t known how to perform, became fascinating under Anne-Louise’s guidance. I was 

learning new ways of telling my stories. I was also learning, at long last, about structure! 

Anne-Louise assisted me to talk about myself; about my life. I’d spoken with counsellors, with my children 

and with some of my friends over the years, but this was entirely different. She introduced me to new 

theatrical techniques, enabling me to understand myself in new ways, and how our experiences transform 

us. I gained new understandings and perspectives of my family and of broader history. 

  The Vault Cabaret                      Photo: Nina Berry 
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The process of creating performance from oral history has shown me that the story develops, changes and 

grows. By this I don’t mean one fictionalises. On the contrary, the process enables one to find subtleties that 

may have disappeared with the passage of time, or that the wisdom we’ve gained now allows us to see. The 

story one wants to tell at the outset may be quite different by the time the project has finished evolving. 

The process of working on the story and its telling alter the outcome. Talking and writing are vastly different 

processes; through them, one's memory opens in different ways. Working in a very physical way opens the 

memory banks differently again. The body stores memories; it changes with growth, development, age, 

injuries, illnesses, trauma, as well as with pleasurable experiences.  

Using interview techniques in conjunction with vocal dance enables the mind and body to re-experience and 

to relive stories perhaps not expressed before. It gives the mind freedom to explore in non-verbal ways; to 

give physical and non-verbal vocal expression to emotions.  

Vocal dance is wonderfully expansive and expressive, but we also need to look within. Working with a good 

interviewer enhances introspection, encouraging expression and tapping into old memories. When the 

interviewer is also a highly skilled theatre director with a passion for oral history, it's even better. Anne-Louise 

Rentell is exactly that person.  

My show is now vastly different from its beginnings. It explores the body as the receptacle of experience and 

memory. As a dancer from a very young age, my body has been my primary tool of expression. Performing 

the stories of my body’s experience of dance, sexual violation, illness, and euphoric childbirth, I take the 

audience from ballet classes in Melbourne, to the Vietnam War as an entertainer, my bohemian existence in 

the Amsterdam arts’ scene, and on a personal pilgrimage to Israel. Being careful to not traumatise the 

audience has always been very important to me. Resolution of conflict onstage is vital, just as it is in life. 

Acquired mobility impairment, post-traumatic stress disorder, severe asthma, fibromyalgia, osteoarthritis and 

multiple food sensitivities have presented new challenges personally and professionally. 

Rekindling my dance career in 2007, accompanied by my son on percussion, I performed in the inaugural 

Short and Sweet Dance Festival, using my disabilities as an advantage in performance, instead of having 

them work against me. I walk very short distances slowly, often with a stick. Of course this disability restricts 

my dancing. However, my flexibility is almost as good as ever, and I thrive on the way audiences audibly 

gasp when I do the splits.  

The traumas I've lived through inform all my work and deepen my performances. Audience members benefit 

from seeing a mature woman who has overcome so much and maintained her sense of humour and lust for 

life. 

“Power and Democracy: The Many Voices of Oral History” is the theme of the International Oral History 

Association Congress in July. It will take place in Barcelona. I am grateful to the IOHA for their valuable 

scholarship to assist my attendance. 

At the Congress I’ll perform excerpts from the show and will be joined by Anne-Louise Rentell to discuss the 

process of creating the work. We will talk about how my personal stories sit within a bigger historical and 

social context; in particular the connection between my Jewish cultural heritage and my experiences 
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performing for African American servicemen in Vietnam; the Australian silence around rape in the early 70s; 

and the storyteller as messenger across the ages. 

I am finding a lot of interest in my work which now includes assisting others to tell their oral histories through 

creative mediums such as Vocal Dance, writing and drawing. You can see why I love performing oral history!  

To view footage of This is a War Zone, Baby – Improvise! and for information about Aviva’s work go to 

http://www.avivasheba.com. To contact Aviva, email aviva@avivasheba.com 

Morris Marsh’s Holocaust testimonial: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-VrUvYokYc 

 

BACK TO TOP 

 

COMING EVENTS 

 

June 7 Newcastle Museum, Newcastle: Newcastle Regional Workshop 

July 31 Riverina Museum, Riverina:  Riverina Oral History Workshop 

August ?? Oral History NSW AGM 

September 6-14 History Week (theme: The Great War) http://www.historycouncilnsw.org.au/history-week/ 

September 20-21 Wellington, NZ: National Oral History Association of New Zealand conference.  

http://www.oralhistory.org.nz 

October 11 RAHS, Sydney: OH NSW workshop, ‘Capturing Memories: Oral History in the Digital Age’  

  

NOTES AND NOTICES 

 Recommendations from the OH NSW seminar held on 5 April: 

The outcome of a UTS project, Locating Suburbia is an e-book edited by Professor Paula Hamilton. From 

the website: ‘ This collection explores the range and complexity of twenty-first century responses to city 

suburbs, predominantly in Sydney. It draws on a range of approaches – from history to creative non-

fiction and multi-media.’ http://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/books/locating-suburbia 

And some useful sites, illustrating some of what was discussed at the seminar: 

 

National Library has online keyword summaries, themed and individual interviews  - 

http://www.nla.gov.au/what-we-collect/oral-history-and-folklore 

City of Sydney oral histories – excerpts and themed interviews - http://www.sydneyoralhistories.com.au/ 

Australian War Memorial – example of collecting, access, recruiting interviewees - 

http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/sound/ 

State Library NSW – themed collections - http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/about/collections/oral_history.html 

British Library Listening Project – major project http://www.bl.uk/listeningproject/ 

Thames Audio Walk – growing use of oral history - http://www.memoryscape.org.uk/ 

 

http://www.avivasheba.com/
mailto:aviva@avivasheba.com
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7-VrUvYokYc
http://www.oralhistory.org.nz/
http://epress.lib.uts.edu.au/books/locating-suburbia
http://www.nla.gov.au/what-we-collect/oral-history-and-folklore
http://www.sydneyoralhistories.com.au/
http://www.awm.gov.au/collection/sound/
http://www.sl.nsw.gov.au/about/collections/oral_history.html
http://www.bl.uk/listeningproject/
http://www.memoryscape.org.uk/
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 Australian Generations Oral History Project Collection on air 

The second program in ABC Radio National's series using interviews from the Australian Generations Oral 

History Project Collection was aired on Hindsight on Sunday 23 March. 

 

‘Utilising the collection of interviews from Australian Generations oral history recordings, Hindsight goes 

inside that personal space we call ‘home’. We open the door on Australian houses and homes to discover 

the way we lived inside them over the last 80 years. Boarders and lodgers, landladies and lovers all figure in 

households of the past. One of the surprising shifts that has taken place in this story, over this period, is that 

while the houses that Australians live in have got bigger, the number of people living in them has shrunk. 

Housing has always been a matter of acute importance; now, with rising house prices and falling home 

ownership, the need to consider future living arrangements is pressing. This program takes a long view of 

the subject of house and home in Australia across the 20th century.’ 

 

The program, produced by Jennifer Bowen, is available online at 

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/hindsight/ 

The first program, on fatherhood, can be found at  

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/hindsight/search/?query=fatherhood 

 

And to find out more about the project: 

http://artsonline.monash.edu.au/australian-generations/ 

 

 More good listening – 2013 National Oral History Association Conference 

For those who missed out at the time. keynote addresses from the National Oral History Association 

Conference held in Adelaide last September can now be accessed online – among them: 

- Re/Imagining Salinas’ Chinatown : a ‘third space’ Oral History Walking Tour  - Professor Rene Benmayor  

- Reading, writing and recording adoption history in Australia: some reflections after the event - Professor 

Emerita Marian Quartly  

 

To download audio/video presentations, visit  http://oralhistoryaustraliasant.org.au/conference2013/Please 

note there are currently some problems with the site which are being rectified. The first session is available, 

but keep checking back to the site to see when the others are ready. Other presentations are yet to be 

edited but will be uploaded as soon as possible after permissions have been received. 

 

 National Oral History Association of New Zealand Conference – grants available 

  

http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/hindsight/
http://www.abc.net.au/radionational/programs/hindsight/search/?query=fatherhood
http://artsonline.monash.edu.au/australian-generations/
http://oralhistoryaustraliasant.org.au/conference2013/
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This conference is being held in Wellington on Saturday and Sunday 20 and 21 of September.  

 

Two grants to help meet the costs of attending the conference are on offer from Oral History NSW. The 

grants of $600 each are to encourage and support research students of any discipline who are using or 

assessing oral history as part of their studies. Applicants need to have had their papers accepted for 

presentation.  

 

Further details:  

http://www.ohaansw.org.au/article/join-with-oral-historians-across-the-tasman-national-oral-history-assoc-of-

new-zealand-conference 

Grant application form: 

http://www.ohaansw.org.au/files/grant_application_form_2014.pdf 

 

Grant applications must be submitted by 12 May 2014; successful applicants will be advised by 2 June 2014. 

BACK TO TOP 

 

    

 

Voiceprint is the online newsletter of Oral History NSW Inc, an independently incorporated oral history 

association and a member of the national body Oral History Australia Inc. It is published twice yearly; ISSN 

1830-7603. Editors: Margaret Leask and Sally Zwartz. Please send articles and correspondence to the editors 

at voiceprint@oralhistorynsw.org.au or PO Box 261, Pennant Hills, NSW 1715. 

 

The statements made and opinions expressed in this publication are those of their respective authors and do 

not necessarily represent the policies or views of Oral History NSW or its editors. Members' notices are 

included solely for information as a service to members and do not carry any endorsement on the part of the 

editors or Oral History NSW. 

  

For events, activities and information about oral history, visit http://www.oralhistorynsw.org.au. 

 

Do you want to start recording oral history interviews? 

 

 

Good quality second-hand Edirol R-09HR Digital Recorder for sale 

for $100 (new $349) with manual. It has been used mainly for 

demonstration at our workshops and is now surplus to 

requirements. 

For technical details see 

http://www.rolandcorp.com.au/products/productdetails.aspx?p=960 

Postage can be arranged for an additional charge, or collect from 

Bayview. 

Contact Virginia Macleod 

mailto:president@ohaansw.org.au?subject=edirol 
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http://www.ohaansw.org.au/files/grant_application_form_2014.pdf
voiceprint@oralhistorynsw.org.au
http://www.oralhistorynsw.org.au/
http://www.rolandcorp.com.au/products/productdetails.aspx?p=960
mailto:president@ohaansw.org.au?subject=edirol
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